Faculty & Training Facilities at NRSC:
The Training & Education Division (T & ED)
is equipped with industry standard software tools,
computer systems in dedicated labs
labs. The Image
processing and GIS labs are equipped with robust
PCs and workstations having licenses of application
softwares like ArcGIS, ERDAS IIMAGINE, LPS. The
NRSC library has vast collection of books and
journals (Indian & international) on remote sensing,
GIS and relevant areas. The scientists and
engineers
specialized
in
Remote
Sensing
Applications
pplications carry out number of operational projects
of national interest using aerial/satellite data
data.

Class Room

The Aerial Services & Digital Mapping facilities of
NRSC has state of the art GPS, Digital
Photogrammetry systems and Airborne Laser
Terrain Mapping (ALTM). The resource scientists
from NRSC contribute in training by teaching the
current state of the art technology besides
acquainting the trainees to the operational
capabilities. The IMGEOS facility located at
Shadnagar is the state of art Ground Segment for
multi mission operation and acquisition of satellite
GIS Lab
data. NRSC Outreach
utreach facility at Jeedimetla campus
caters to the utilization of resources by user community for harnessing spatial data towards new
opportunities and applications. For more details see NRSC Outreach Facility brochure.
Guest House/Canteen Facility:
The NRSC Guest House-llll is located inside NRSC
campus and accommodation will be provided on twin
sharing basis in air conditioned rooms at nominal cost.
The participants can avail NRSC Canteen which
serves food for breakfast, lunch and dinner of South
Indian menu.
Security:
The NRSC campus is declared as a prohibited area.
Camera, laptops, digital tablets, digital storage media
are not allowed inside the campus/Guest House
House-II.
Computer data storage media (CD
(CD-R or DVD±R only)
containing data pertaining to 12 weeks course project
NRSC Canteen
can be brought inside after due authorization. Mobiles
are allowed to be carried by the participa
participants
nts after due approval from the competent authority.
NRSC Location:
NRSC main gate is located adjacent to HAL
Main gate/Balanagar
/Balanagar Police station. Participants
coming by bus from Secunderabad need to get
down at Vimal Theatre and those coming from
Hyderabad (Nampally) should get down at
Narsapur cross roads and move towards Vimal
Theatre. Officers coming by air can hire a
Bus/Cab from airport to Balanagar Police station
and come to NRSC. (Shamshabad
hamshabad International
airport located 45 km away).
T&Ed Conference Hall

